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BESTSELLING SERIES!Charley Rabbit is a mentally disabled young man who lives quietly with his
widowed mother Mitzi in the American Midwest-but not for long! Charley develops a rapid
intellectual growth spurt after being bitten by a vampire. Fressenda and her fraternal twin brothers
Cass (Castor) and Lux (Pollux) take an interest in Charley and Mitzi and become part of their
extended family, but Mitzi is wary and senses that the changes in Charley may be part of something
mysterious,dark and sinister. In the meantime she is offered something she didn't believe was
possible-a clandestine relationship with a younger , and incidentally immortal, male.The ensuing
connection that Charley and his mom develop with V-net vampires (,a brilliantly organized
organization that has piggybacked on the existing infrastructure in the U.S), an ancient family history
and a dangerous and wily adversary, the Vampire Lord Adrastos puts both their lives and their new
relationships at risk and takes them to some of the most remote locales on the planet.
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Review by: Tianna 18 years old: I don't really know where to begin to express how much I loved this
book. My grandmother asked me to read it and at first I was relunctant but once I began to read past

Chapter Two ( Character introductions ) I was hooked. I love love love Charley Rabbit. When he
began to stand up for himself after he was bitten I felt, " Oh Yes !" you give it to them Charley. Cass
is my favorite character, he is so witty and funny and I now have an official crush on him. I can't say
I have a favorite part because honestly I loved it all. I hope in the next book the author tells us if
Charley ever accepts that his mom and Cass are in love. I can't wait for the next book to come out. I
feel this is definitely going to give Twilight a run for it's money. It is so well written I felt each and
every character's emotions as they went through them.....OMG... I LOVED it !!!!!! Please please give
us another....

Charley Rabbit is a mentally disabled man in his twenties. His Mother Mitzi Rabbit is his ever loving
caregiver as Charley is not able to care for himself. Charley and Mother go to a Renaissance
Festival where they meet a nice group of people who seem to be nice. They introduce themselves
to Mitzi and show Charley around the festival. Mitzi is unsure of the three, twin young men and a
young lady, but let's Charley hang out with the twins. After that day; things would never be the
same. There was a secret that three strangers turn friends kept from Mitzi. That secret was they
were Vampires, but not the kind of Vampires you might be thinking of. There is no "Edward Cullen"
or Brad Pitt/Tom Cruise with Interview with A Vampire in this book, but what there is will make you
glad you decided to read this book. This group of Vampires is a well thought out and planned group
of people that live by rules and order. There is Evil as there usually is. It is the age old good vs evil
as far as the plot goes, but who will come out the winner? If you like Vampires, fighting for what you
believe in, and sex (it is not a porno kind of book!). Then like me you will love World of Azglen!

Mitzi Rabbit has always been very protective of her son, Charley. Charley is in his mid-twenties and
has been mentally disabled since birth. Mitzi's husband passed away ten years ago and it has just
been Mitzi and Charley.One Saturday, Mitzi took Charley to the annualRenaissance Faire where
they meet Fressanda, Cass and Lux. Fressanda asks Mitzi if Charley can join in and do the
Maypole dance with them. Mitzi agrees and Charley goes off with them. When Mitzi meets up with
them, she notices a change in Charley..Who are Fressanda, Cass and Lux ? What has changed
Charley ? I will stop here because you will find out the answers once you read the book.P. Mattern
and her children, J.C. Estall and Marcus Mattern have written a fantastic story filled with suspense
and action. There is , also, some intrigue that gives this story a terrific plot with strong characters. A
must read story that was not only entertaining but very well written.

1114 A.D. and present time, how in the world could they possibly fit together? And how can the past
connect to present and still be living? Vampires never die! Especially if one hell bent Vampire is
waiting and looking for his long lost love, Parmitsvia. I love how the Author brings both worlds
together, side by side, with a fight to win. Charlie Rabbit and his Mom, Miizi, are just an American
Single Parent Family. Parmitsvia and her husband Tancre`de de Pommeville of 1114 A.D, are just
an wealthy French Family. Both families have something in them that makes them different, but at
the same time alike. Charlie has brain damage and will never be normal. Mitzi a widow, is very
devoted to her son. Parmitsvia, hates her husband and wants to be with Adrastos, a Vampire.
Neither get what they want in life the way they thought they would. Until three Vampires come into
play and becomes friends and first bite to two of them. Then something unexpected happens to
bring all of them together in a sense. I love how the Author starts out in the past to give you a
background of Parmitsvia, so later on you know how she fits in to the story-line. You will be very
surprised how she is connected to present day. Charlie has brain damage and never will be right, or
so you think or maybe not. His Vampire friends have other ideas for him. Good or Bad? You will
have to see. It's nice to see a disability put into a story and worked with through out the story.
Vampires can be fun to read, but this story had me on the edge of my seat wondering if it would all
work out. It is full of surprises, suspense, love, friendship and family. It was hard to write this review,
for not to give away any good parts or the story-line. The Author did a great job with this story and
all the surprises and twists and turns, to keep you wanting more. I really enjoyed it and can't wait to
read the next book.

The book opened up with a boring ancient back story. Then we got to Charley. I absolutely loved
reading about him. Just when I thought this book was going to become a gem abort this most
interesting Charley, the book switches up to tell the mother's story. Unfortunately mother is not a
very exciting read. The story is still stalled, even as it gets into the long tale of the big battle.If this
story stuck with Charley, it would easily be 5 stars material. But only a small part of the book is
excellent. The rest is just average. Too bad really.
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